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Board diversity and efficiency evaluation. Evidence from European listed manufacturing companies
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Board diversity represents a significant corporate governance mechanism and it can influence corporate performance. Our research analyses the relationship between corporate efficiency and board diversity in European listed manufacturing companies for the year 2015 (n = 451). In particular, we investigate the effects on profitability efficiency of gender inclusion, i.e. the inclusion of women, as well as foreigners.
on boards as diversity management variables. In order to assess the profitability efficiency, we rely on a non-oriented, slack-based model (SBM) for Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA), and a logistic regression analysis (Logit) to identify the effect of diversity management variables. The results demonstrate that the increased presence of women on boards is associated with a higher probability for greater relative efficiency in those countries without mandatory gender regulation. The increased presence of foreigners on boards, however, is associated with a lower probability of above-average efficiency. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first combined application of a non-oriented, SMB DEA model and logistic regression. The results of this paper show strong economic and public policy implications, especially for stakeholders, directors, and lawmakers (mainly market regulators and governments), although the research methods, designed for a specific sector, involve certain limitations.

Examining the role of childhood experiences in developing knowledge sharing behavior among children in their later life
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Previous research on child development advocates that motivating children to make a choice to forfeit their own toys with others develop sharing behaviour in their later life. The current study takes lead from this theory to propose a model of knowledge sharing behaviour among individuals at their workplace. The study explains the role of parents in developing altruistic and pro-social sharing behaviour among children and the translation of this altruistic behaviour into knowledge sharing behaviour among in their later life. The study uses psychological, cognitive, behavioural, and social learning theories to explain the development of altruistic pro-social behaviour in childhood as a determinant of knowledge sharing behaviour in their later life. The study proposes a unique conceptual model that integrates the cognitive/behavioural and other childhood theories to explain the knowledge sharing behaviour among individuals. The study concludes the role of parents and child-rearing practices as central in developing children’s altruistic and pro-social behaviour that leads to knowledge sharing behaviour in their later life. The implications and future research directions are discussed in details.